Rick Steves' Barcelona book. Read 10 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know... With the self-guided tours in this book, you'll ramble down the Ramblas, explore the medieval Old City, and discover funky boutiques and hangouts in characteristic El Born. Learn how to master the Metro and how to bypass the long lines at Antoni Gaudí's Sagrada Família. Immerse yourself in Catalan culture, ponder the art at the Picasso Museum, and go on a tapas bar crawl. Then head to the Eixample?Barcelona's "uptown"?to marvel at the Modernista architecture of Casa Milà. Inside Rick Steves Barcelona you'll find: Comprehensive coverage for spending a week or more exploring Barcelona. Rick's strategic advice on how to get the most out of your time and money, with rankings of his must-see favorites. Top sights and hidden gems, from Gaudí's mind-bending Sagrada Familia and the colorful Picasso museum to cozy bars with vermouth on tap. How to connect with local culture: neighborhoods, museums, and churches. Detailed neighborhood maps and a fold-out city map for exploring on the go. Useful resources including a packing list, Spanish and Catalan phrase books, a historical overview, and recommended reading. Over 300 pages. This item: Rick Steves Barcelona by Rick Steves Paperback $16.95. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. FREE Shipping on orders over $25.00. Details. Rick Steves Spain 2020 (Rick Steves Travel Guide) by Rick Steves Paperback $22.10. I spent 2 weeks in Barcelona, Spain and this guide book went everywhere with me. As usual, Rick Steves came through again with in depth research and completely updated valuable information. You will save so much money it will more than benefit your travel budget. It has been about 15 years since I traveled by myself and I wasn't sure I could do it but Rick came through and gave me the confidence to take on this large, complex city. This is the best guide book and will cover everything you need to know about Barcelona. Go for it! Inside Rick Steves Barcelona you'll find: Comprehensive coverage for spending a week or more exploring Barcelona. Rick's strategic advice on how to get the most out of your time and money, with rankings of his must-see favorites. Top sights and hidden gems, from Gaudí's mind-bending Sagrada Família and the colorful Picasso museum to cozy bars with vermouth on tap. Useful resources including a packing list, Spanish and Catalan phrase books, a historical overview, and recommended reading. Over 300 bible-thin pages include everything worth seeing without weighing you down. Complete, up-to-date information on Las Ramblas, Barri Gòtic, El Born, Eixample, Montjuïc, and more, as well as day trips to Montserrat, Figueres, Cadaqués, and Sitges.